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Introduction
Theatre SKAM desires to continue making theatre and providing camps and classes for children
and adults. The following is our Communicable Disease Prevention Plan, which follows the
guidance from WorkSafe BC, Actsafe, and pulls from other industry standards.
This guide will be reviewed regularly and is subject to alterations. Supervisors have been trained to
ensure that policies and procedures are being followed.
Training
All Workers participating in in-person projects must read and sign off on this guide and submit to
their supervisors. This must be done before Workers can attend in-person sessions.
Communicable Disease Transmission
A communicable disease is an illness caused by an infectious agent or its toxic product that can be
transmitted in a workplace from one person to another. Examples of communicable disease that
may circulate in a workplace include COVID-19, norovirus, and seasonal influenza.
The level of risk of certain communicable diseases, including COVID-19, may increase from time to
time or on a seasonal basis. This may occur at a local or regional level, or within a certain
workplace.
Current PHO (BC) Restrictions
As at early July 2021, the following restrictions relevant to our workplace are in place:
● Cultural events and gatherings are permitted if certain requirements are met:
○ Indoor organized gatherings of 50 people or 50% capacity, whichever is greater
○ Outdoor organized gatherings of 5,000 people or 50% capacity, whichever is
greater
○ Fairs, festivals and trade shows return to normal with a communicable disease plan
The PHO also strongly recommends:
●
●

That masks are worn at common areas in workplaces
Getting tested immediately if you or anyone in your household feels sick

Assessing Risks at our Workplace
Theatre SKAM manages many projects, in a number of venues, with differing Workers. In
assessing our workplace(s), we have developed a number of addendums which reflect each unique
situation and their inherent risks. Producer Logan Swain is responsible for monitoring and
reviewing communicable disease-related information issued by the regional medical health officer
and the provincial health officer. Reviews are done weekly and plan updates as needed.
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For each situation, we have carefully considered the Hierarchy of Controls and we maintain the
highest level of protection whenever possible. You will see the following five levels of protection
referenced in this plan throughout.

Figure 1 Hierarchy of Controls. From Actsafe Risk Assessment Guidelines
https://www.actsafe.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Risk-Assessment-Guidelines-20200528.pdf

Daily Health Check
Every Worker who participates in activities at 849 Fort Street, in-person SKAM school/ camps,
SKAMpede, SKAM Youth Presentations and the Pop-Up Theatre is required to complete a Worker
Health Check before beginning work. This can be completed in one of the following
three ways:
●
●
●

Completion of the online Google form (preferred)
Scanning the QR code, posted at the various workplaces
Filling out a paper tracking sheet provided at the various workplaces

All Theatre SKAM Workers (and Students) who have symptoms of COVID-19, have travelled
outside of Canada in the last 14 days, or were identified as a close contact of a person with a
confirmed case of COVID-19 must stay home and self-isolate in accordance with guidance from
the BC Centre for Disease control. This also applies if any family or close contact of the individual
fit this criteria. Symptoms include: any cold, flu or COVID-19 symptoms, including a cough,
sneezing, runny nose, sore throat, or fatigue.
Workers will stay home when sick. Workers must also report any illness or symptoms to their
supervisor immediately.
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Sick Day Policy
Workers will stay home when sick. Additional sick days will be granted as needed to the following
maximums:
●
●

12 per summer staff member or contractor
24 per permanent staff member

Personal Hygiene Measures
Anyone entering any of the Workplaces must follow the guidance provided by the Provincial
Health Officer to reduce their risk of infection of Communicable Diseases, including:
●

●
●

Wash your hands frequently throughout your day for at least 30 seconds using soap and
water. If a sink is not available, 60-90% alcohol-based hand sanitizer can be used to clean
hands if they are not visibly soiled. If they are visibly soiled, you can use an alcohol-based
disposable hand wipe to remove the dirt and then use an alcohol-based hand rub. Hand
sanitizer will be on hand at each Workplace.
Do not touch your face/eyes/mouth with unwashed hands.
When you sneeze or cough, cover your mouth and nose with disposable tissues or the
crease of your elbow, and then wash your hands.

Reporting
A safe working environment is the shared responsibility of the Employer, Supervisors, and
Workers. Creating a safe working environment is a collaborative effort. If a worker has concerns
about safety or hazards, they should report those concerns to their supervisors.
Site/ Project Specific Protocols
A series of site/ project specific Addendums follow. Please read your relevant site/ project
Addendum thoroughly and be in touch with your supervisor should you have any questions or
concerns.
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Addendum I - 849 Fort Street
Risk Assessment Statement
●
●
●
●

All shared workspace areas have been identified.
Tasks where Workers would normally come close to one another have been identified.
Tools, equipment, materials and machinery that Workers share while working have been
identified.
High-touch surfaces, such as door handles, faucets, light switches, equipment controls, etc.,
have been identified.

Our Protocols
First Level Protection - Elimination
●
●
●

At this time, 849 Fort Street is closed to members of the general public.
Workers will work from home when possible to limit the number of people at the office.
Most meetings are conducted virtually.

Second Level Protection - Substitution
●

Workers are invited to bring any of their own equipment for personal use. This includes
items for personal use including water bottles, utensils and Tupperware. All personal
effects must be removed at the end of each working day, unless the Worker has a
designated station.

Third Level Protection - Engineering Controls
●
●

●

Physical distancing of 2 metres/ 6 feet must be maintained between everyone on the
premises. Exceptions may be approved for care aids or support workers.
Room occupancy limits (per ActSafe’s Capacity Guidance for Spaces Occupied by
Non-Patrons guide) are in place and must be adhered to. The total building occupancy is
24. Room limits are:
○ Front Lobby: 3
○ Front Room: 3
○ Back Lobby: 3
○ Washroom: 1
○ Storage Room: 1
○ Office: 2
○ Back Room: 12
○ Accessible Washroom: 2
○ Staff Room: 3
Should the staff need to work onsite, multiple workstations are available in the building in
separate areas of the building.
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●

Two high-capacity air purifier units are in place for 24-hour operation in the Back Room to
promote better air exchange.

Forth Level Protection - Administrative Controls
●
●

●
●

●
●

Safe Work Procedures have been published in this guide and will be reviewed regularly.
Signage has been posted throughout the building. In addition, a bulletin board in the Front
Lobby displays important Health & Safety information, posters and the Communicable
Disease Prevention Plan.
Scheduling - All visits to the office should be added to the SKAM Satellite Studio calendar.
A minimum one hour crossover period must be scheduled between all rehearsals, events
and SKAM School of Performing Arts classes, at which point high-touch surfaces are
sanitized.
Whenever possible, equipment will not be shared and Workers will use their own
individual equipment.
When equipment sharing must occur, Workers are responsible for cleaning and
disinfecting equipment before and after each use.

Personal Protective Equipment
●

●

Everyone (Workers & Guests) is required to wear a non-medical mask on the premises.
Exceptions may be granted on a case-by-case basis for those with medical circumstances.
Please refer to Appendix I for instructions on how to wear a mask.
Disposable gloves are also on hand for Workers.

Cleaning & Hygiene Practices
●
●
●

Cleaning occurs at least once per week, with increased frequency for increased in-person
activity.
Sanitization of all high-touch surfaces occurs daily.
Hand sanitizer is in multiple locations throughout the building.
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Addendum II - Theatre SKAM Summer Camps
This Addendum covers the protocols for the point-of-view of the Worker. A separate policy will be
distributed to the parents/ guardians/ students.
Risk Assessment Statement
●
●
●
●

All shared workspace areas have been identified.
Tasks where Workers would normally come close to one another have been identified.
Tools, equipment, materials and machinery that Workers share while working have been
identified.
High-touch surfaces, such as door handles, faucets, light switches, equipment controls, etc.,
have been identified.

Our Protocols
First Level Protection - Elimination
●
●
●
●
●

Theatre SKAM has reduced the number of Instructors and Students to a total of 15 per
camp. The maximum number of instructors per camp is 3.
Parents and caregivers should remain outside of the venue to drop off their children.
Workers and students are asked to avoid close greetings such as hugs, high fives or
handshakes.
Classes will incorporate more individual activities or activities that encourage more space
between Workers and Students.
Final presentations will be recorded and sent out for viewing. There will be no audiences
for presentations.

Second Level Protection - Substitution
●
●

Theatre SKAM Summer Camps will take place at Langham Court Theatre where studio
spaces are larger and allow for physical distancing.
Workers are invited to bring any of their own equipment for personal use. This includes
items for personal use including water bottles, utensils and Tupperware. All personal
effects must be removed at the end of each working day, unless the Worker has a
designated station.

Third Level Protection - Engineering Controls
●
●
●

Physical distancing of 2 metres/ 6 feet must be maintained between everyone on the
premises. Exceptions may be approved for care aids or support workers.
Classes will be taught with physically distanced measured areas taped out on the ground.
Room occupancy limits (per ActSafe’s Capacity Guidance for Spaces Occupied by
Non-Patrons guide) are in place and must be adhered to. Room limits are:
○ TBD
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Forth Level Protection - Administrative Controls
●
●
●
●

●

●
●

Safe Work Procedures have been published in this guide and will be reviewed regularly.
Signage has been posted throughout the building. In addition, a bulletin board displays
important Health & Safety information, posters and the COVID-19 Safety Plans.
There are no other groups who use the studio spaces assigned for Theatre SKAM Summer
Camps.
Passive ventilation is promoted - doors and windows are recommended to remain open.
Outdoor spaces are also able to be accessed, including the parking lot and at Government
House.
Whenever possible, equipment will not be shared and Workers will use their own
individual equipment. If required for class, Workers will provide enough props and craft
supplies for each student to have their individual supplies. Shared supplies will not be
available.
When equipment sharing must occur, Workers are responsible for cleaning and
disinfecting equipment before and after each use.
If a student develops symptoms the Worker is required to:
○ Separate the symptomatic student from others in a supervised area.
○ Contact the student’s parent or caregiver to pick them up immediately.
○ Remain 2 metres from the ill student.
○ Provide the student with tissues to cover their coughs or sneezes and ensure that
the tissues are thrown away immediately. Staff must wash their hands thoroughly.
○ Workers responsible for facility cleaning must clean and disinfect the space where
the student was separated and any areas used by them.

Personal Protective Equipment
●

●

Everyone (Workers & Guests) is required to wear a non-medical mask on the premises.
Exceptions may be granted on a case-by-case basis for those with medical circumstances.
Please refer to Appendix I for instructions on how to wear a mask.
Disposable gloves are also on hand for Workers.

Cleaning & Hygiene Practices
●
●

Sanitization of all high-touch surfaces occurs daily.
Hand sanitizer is in multiple locations throughout the building.

Students will be told to wash their hands:
●
●
●
●
●
●

When they arrive at school and before they go home
Before eating and drinking
After using the toilet
After sneezing or coughing into hands or tissue
Whenever hands are visibly dirty
When moving between different learning environments (ie. outdoor-indoor transitions)
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Addendum III - Pop-Up Theatre
Risk Assessment Statement
●
●
●
●

All shared workspace areas have been identified.
Tasks where Workers would normally come close to one another have been identified.
Tools, equipment, materials and machinery that Workers share while working have been
identified.
High-touch surfaces, such as truck door handles, steering wheel, etc., have been identified.

Our Protocols
*** A number of Pop-Up Theatre rehearsals take place at 849 Fort Street, so please also refer to
Addendum I - 849 Fort Street ***
First Level Protection - Elimination
●
●
●

The flat-bed truck used as a performance platform has been modified to be open air.
Therefore, a number of rehearsals and all performances take place outside.
The number of audience members will not exceed current PHO numbers. If the number of
patrons exceeds the maximum, artists will not perform.
Hand props, instruments and costumes will only be implemented when necessary.

Second Level Protection - Substitution
●
●

●

The Workers for Pop-Up Theatre are designated as a cohort.
Workers are invited to bring any of their own equipment for personal use. This includes
items for personal use including water bottles, utensils and Tupperware. All personal
effects must be removed at the end of each working day.
Pop-Up Theatre donations are collected through digital services (Canada Helps and
Eventbrite) as a preferred method. Should donations be made on the day-of performances,
the booker (a non-Worker) is requested to collect donations in a Ziplock bag to hand off to
a designated Worker.

Third Level Protection - Engineering Controls
●
●

Physical distancing of 2 metres/ 6 feet must be maintained between Workers and
audience, and whenever possible between Workers.
Barriers have been installed in the cab of the truck to allow for separation between the
Pop-Up Theatre Workers.

Forth Level Protection - Administrative Controls
●
●

Safe Work Procedures have been published in this guide and will be reviewed regularly.
Workers are expected to refer to the information posted on the bulletin board in the Front
Lobby when participating onsite at 849 Fort Street.
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●
●
●
●
●

Whenever possible, equipment will not be shared and Workers will use their own
individual equipment.
When equipment sharing must occur, Workers are responsible for cleaning and
disinfecting equipment before and after each use.
Access to the cab of the truck is limited to the Pop-Up Theatre cohort.
Each artist will have a designated seat in the cab of the truck.
Each artist will only handle their own props/ costumes/ instruments and will have a
designated place in the truck for this equipment for its transport.

Personal Protective Equipment
●

●

Everyone (Workers & Guests) is required to wear a non-medical mask, except when
performing (outside) when distance between Workers will be maintained if possible.
Please refer to Appendix I for instructions on how to wear a mask.
Disposable gloves are also on hand for Workers.

Cleaning & Hygiene Practices
●
●
●
●

Sanitization of all high-touch surfaces occurs daily.
The barriers installed in the cab of the truck are regularly sanitized.
Hand sanitizer is available in the truck cab and it is expected that each passenger will
sanitize upon entry and exit of the cab.
As applicable, surfaces will be disinfected upon completion of each rehearsal or
performance where spit-valves may have led to contamination.
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Addendum IV - SKAMpede Festival
Risk Assessment Statement
●
●
●
●

All shared workspace areas have been identified.
Tasks where Workers would normally come close to one another have been identified.
Tools, equipment, materials and machinery that Workers share while working have been
identified.
High-touch surfaces have been identified. (There are few.)

Our Protocols
First Level Protection - Elimination
●
●

●

●

●
●
●
●

The SKAMpede Festival takes place outdoors.
Theatre SKAM contracts groups for their completed performances - Theatre SKAM is not
responsible for rehearsals. (SKAMpede Young Company show is the exception, which is
covered in Addendum V - SKAM Young Company.)
Theatre SKAM will limit the number of performers to the maximum of 7 in each troupe, but
each troupe will be assessed on a case-by-case basis to ensure that social distancing can be
maintained between performers and audience.
Theatre SKAM has altered the structure of the event so it runs 4 tours of 4 shows plus an
installation, with each tour beginning at its own launch Point. Each tour will operate as a
smaller individual event within the festival.
The Shipyard Wrap up is limited to 100 tickets.
The number of audience members per tour departure time is capped at 12.
Select events that have encouraged gathering of people historically will be canceled this
year, including: Friday night dinner.
Artists will not report to the Hub as in previous years - they will just go to their show site.

Second Level Protection - Substitution
●

●

Workers are invited to bring any of their own equipment for personal use. This includes
items for personal use including water bottles, utensils and Tupperware. All personal
effects must be removed at the end of each working day.
Attendees are encouraged to pre-book their Pay-What-You-Can (PWYC) ticket through
Elevent. Should cash donations be collected on the day of, there are large buckets at the
Launch Points for touchless exchange, and a QR code for digital donations.

Third Level Protection - Engineering Controls
●
●

Physical distancing of 2 metres/ 6 feet will be maintained between Workers and audience
whenever possible.
Audiences will be provided enough room to stand 2 meters/ 6 feet from one another's
groups. The designated place for audiences to stand is marked.
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●

Audiences will arrive at specific Launch Points, which is adequate to maintain social
distancing.

Forth Level Protection - Administrative Controls
●
●
●
●
●
●

Safe Work Procedures have been published in this guide and will be reviewed regularly.
Increased Staff presence will be implemented to enforce social distancing.
Signage reflecting direction of travel and social distancing will be posted throughout the
Festival.
Whenever possible, equipment will not be shared and Workers will use their own
individual equipment.
When equipment sharing must occur, Workers are responsible for cleaning and
disinfecting equipment before and after each use.
Each artist will only handle their own props/ costumes/ instruments. This will be part of the
agreement signed by both Theatre SKAM and the performance groups.

Personal Protective Equipment
●

●
●

All Workers will have masks that are to be worn when less than 2 metres/ 6 feet from
Patrons and other Workers. Please refer to Appendix I for instructions on how to wear a
mask.
Audience members are encouraged to bring and wear a mask as they wish.
Disposable gloves are also on hand for Workers.

Cleaning & Hygiene Practices
●
●
●

Sanitization of all high-touch surfaces occurs daily.
Hand sanitizer is available in multiple locations.
As applicable, surfaces will be disinfected upon completion of each performance where
spit-valves may have led to contamination.
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Addendum V - SKAM Young Company (SKAMpede Presentation)
Risk Assessment Statement
●
●
●
●

All shared workspace areas have been identified.
Tasks where Workers would normally come close to one another have been identified.
Tools, equipment, materials and machinery that Workers share while working have been
identified.
High-touch surfaces have been identified.

Our Protocols
*** A number of SKAM Youth Company (presenting the SKAMpede Performance) rehearsals take
place at 849 Fort Street, so please also refer to Addendum I - 849 Fort Street ***
First Level Protection - Elimination
●
●
●
●
●

Parents and caregivers should remain outside of the venue to drop off youth.
Workers are asked to avoid close greetings such as hugs, high fives or handshakes.
The SKAM Young Company presenting the SKAMpede show will rehearse mostly outside
and perform outdoors.
The number of audience members will not exceed current PHO numbers and in fact will be
far less. The cap of audience members will be regularly reviewed.
Hand props, instruments and costumes will only be implemented when necessary.

Second Level Protection - Substitution
●

Workers are invited to bring any of their own equipment for personal use. This includes
items for personal use including water bottles, utensils and Tupperware. All personal
effects must be removed at the end of each working day.

Third Level Protection - Engineering Controls
●

Physical distancing of 2 metres/ 6 feet must be maintained between Workers and
audience, and whenever possible between Workers.

Forth Level Protection - Administrative Controls
●
●
●
●

Safe Work Procedures have been published in this guide and will be reviewed regularly.
Workers are expected to refer to the information posted on the bulletin board in the Front
Lobby when participating onsite at 849 Fort Street.
Whenever possible, equipment will not be shared and Workers will use their own
individual equipment.
When equipment sharing must occur, Workers are responsible for cleaning and
disinfecting equipment before and after each use.
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●
●

Passive ventilation is promoted - doors and windows are recommended to remain open
when rehearsing indoors.
Each artist will only handle their own props/ costumes/ instruments.

Personal Protective Equipment
●

●

Everyone (Workers & Guests) is required to wear a non-medical mask, except when
performing (outside) when distance between Workers will be maintained. Please refer to
Appendix I for instructions on how to wear a mask.
Disposable gloves are also on hand for Workers.

Cleaning & Hygiene Practices
●
●
●

Sanitization of all high-touch surfaces occurs daily.
Hand sanitizer is available in multiple locations.
As applicable, surfaces will be disinfected upon completion of each performance where
spit-valves may have led to contamination.
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Addendum VI - SKAM Young Company (849 Fort Street Presentation)
Risk Assessment Statement
●
●
●
●

All shared workspace areas have been identified.
Tasks where Workers would normally come close to one another have been identified.
Tools, equipment, materials and machinery that Workers share while working have been
identified.
High-touch surfaces have been identified.

Our Protocols
*** As the SKAM Young Company August production will be rehearsing and performing at 849
Fort Street please also refer to Addendum I - 849 Fort Street ***
First Level Protection - Elimination
●

●

The number of audience members will not exceed current PHO numbers. The cap of
audience members will be regularly reviewed. Should it not be safe to perform to an
in-person audience in August 2021, the performance will be live-streamed.
Hand props, instruments and costumes will only be implemented when necessary.

Second Level Protection - Substitution
●

Workers are invited to bring any of their own equipment for personal use. This includes
items for personal use including water bottles, utensils and Tupperware. All personal
effects must be removed at the end of each working day.

Third Level Protection - Engineering Controls
●

Physical distancing of 2 metres/ 6 feet must be maintained between Workers and
audience, and whenever possible between Workers.

Forth Level Protection - Administrative Controls
●
●
●
●
●

Safe Work Procedures have been published in this guide and will be reviewed regularly.
Workers are expected to refer to the information posted on the bulletin board in the Front
Lobby when participating onsite at 849 Fort Street.
Whenever possible, equipment will not be shared and Workers will use their own
individual equipment.
When equipment sharing must occur, Workers are responsible for cleaning and
disinfecting equipment before and after each use.
Each artist will only handle their own props/ costumes/ instruments and will have a
designated place in the truck for this equipment for its transport.

Personal Protective Equipment
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●

●

Everyone (Workers & Guests) is required to wear a non-medical mask, except when
performing (outside) when distance between Workers will be maintained. Please refer to
Appendix I for instructions on how to wear a mask.
Disposable gloves are also on hand for Workers.

Cleaning & Hygiene Practices
●
●
●

Sanitization of all high-touch surfaces occurs daily.
Hand sanitizer is available in multiple locations.
As applicable, surfaces will be disinfected upon completion of each performance where
spit-valves may have led to contamination.
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Appendix I - How to Wear a Mask
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